
History of flight legs for the same aircraft during Wx intense day 28/01/2019 (Snow and Cross wind) in EFHK/HEL 
 
Below a number of screenshots from the MIRROR tool that allows following a FINNAIR aircraft (OHLVB) as it operates in/out of HEL on January 
28th 2019. 
The view is split in three parts each covering approx. a 6 hours window.  Presenting this kind of information using the MIRROR tool is easier as one 
can scroll. 
 
You can see that the first flights of the day for OHLVB are operated relatively punctual.  The built-up of delay starts around noon on FIN2PD which 
was caught in an ATFM Weather regulation inbound EFHK resulting in 38mins of ATFM delay (ATFM delay = orange bar). 
You can also see that the 38mins ATFM delay on departure caused 71 minutes delay on arrival, this is very likely caused by an increased ASMA 
(Airspace Management Arrival) time (holding). 
There is no ATFM delay on the next rotation (FIN6EK) but this flight was delayed heavily because of connecting passengers and local ATC (as 
reported by Finnair using IATA delay codes 91 & 89).  The delay for connecting passengers is very likely linked to the Weather regulation causing 
many flights to arrive late.  
 
The return flight from EFKU back to EFHK was again caught in  Weather regulation but only generated 4 mins of ATFM delay, this on top of the 
80mins of reactionary delay. 
 
The last flight of the day for aircraft OHLVB from EFHK to LFPG had more than 200 minutes of delay due to 95mins reactionary delay and 
106minutes of delay on code 77 – ground handling impaired by weather conditions. 
 
So the total ATFM delay due to weather on OHLVB was 42minutes on 28Jan2019 but the weather caused a significantly higher impact to the airline 
and airport due to a combination of the initial ATFM delay, air holding, local ATC, impacted ground handling and reactionary delays. 
Adding up all the arrival delays for the flights on OHLVB we get 449 minutes, or 10x higher. 
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